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What is heat?

Heat is a form of energy that makes things hot. 

We cannot see heat but we can feel its effects. Heat can be
felt by our sense of touch.

Take Note!

Heat is not matter. It does not have mass and does not occupy
space. It is a form of energy

What are some sources of heat?

Things that produce heat are known as sources of heat

Heat from the Sun keeps earth warm

What are some effects of heat gain and heat loss in our daily lives? 
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Heat can be also obtained from burning fuels such as:

Wood Oil Petroleum

Coal Natural Gas

Many electric appliances give off heat too.

Examples 

Oven Rice cooker Toaster

Hair Dryer Electric Iron Stove
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Temperature is the degree of hotness or coldness of an object

What is temperature?

Examples 

What are some effects of heat gain and heat loss in our
daily lives?

Examples

+

When an object gains heat, its temperature increases

The higher temperature of an object, the hotter it is

Digital
thermometer

 

Mercury
thermometer

 

Pyrometer
thermometer

 
 

Marshmallows over
a campfire

Fireplace heating
up the room

Cooking the food
over a campfire

Boiling water on a
stove
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What are some effects of heat gain and heat loss in our
daily lives?

Examples

+

When an object loses heat, its temperature decreases

A warm glass of water that is
placed into a fridge

Pouring soda into a
glass of ice

A person shivering in a
place covered with snow

A hot soup in front of a
fan
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Matter is anything that has mass and occupies space.

What is matter?

Examples

Matter can exist in three forms 

What are the different states of matter?

Solid Liquid Gas



GAINS HEAT 
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Change in states of matter

Examples

LOSES HEAT 

When a matter gains or loses heat, it can change in
state .

Ice will melt into water when it gains heat.
Water will freeze into ice when it loses heat.

Water will evaporate into water vapour when it gains heat
Water vapor will condense into water when it loses heat.

Solid wax will melt into liquid wax when it gains heat.
Liquid wax will freeze into solid wax when it loses heat.

GAINS HEAT 

LOSES HEAT 

GAINS HEAT 

LOSES HEAT 



Matter is anything that has mass and occupies space.
Matter can exist in three forms - solid, liquid and gas
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Recap: What is matter?

Solid Liquid Gas

Good to know: 

We feel cold when we come out of a swimming pool or from a
shower. This is because the water droplets on our body gain
heat from our body and change into water vapor. This heat loss
from our body makes us feel cold.



SOLID METAL WILL GAIN HEAT AND
EXPAND

SOLID METAL WILL LOSE HEAT AND
CONTRACT
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Expansion and Contraction

+

HEAT (NORMAL SIZE)
SOLID METAL BALL

Examples 

=

Matter can Expand or become Bigger when it gains heat

Matter can Contract or become Smaller when it loses heat

+ =

COLD
(BIGGER SIZE)

SOLID METAL BALL

=+

HEAT DEFLATED BALLOON BALLOON INFLATING WHEN HEATED 



?

B. Temperature
Decreases

?
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What will happen if an object gains heat?

Exercise 1

What is happening to the surrounding temperature,
 if an ice block is melting?

Exercise 2

A. Temperature
Increases

A. Temperature
Increases

B. Temperature
Decreases



?

?
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What will happen if we heat up a kettle filled with
water?

Exercise 3

Exercise 4

A. Some water 
 will turn into

ice

B. Some water
will turn into
water vapor

What will happen if a metal ball loses heat?

A. Metal ball will 
Contract

B. Metal ball
will Expand



?
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Exercise 5

If a metal ball is expanding, is it gaining heat or
losing heat?

A. Gaining Heat B. Losing Heat
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Exercise 2

Correct Answers

Exercise 1

what will happen if an object gains heat?

What is happening to the surrounding
temperature, if an ice block is melting?

A. Temperature
Increases

B. Temperature
Decreases
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Exercise 4

Correct Answers

Exercise 3

What will happen if we heat up a kettle filled
with water?

What will happen if a metal ball loses heat?

B. Some water will
turn into water vapor

A. Metal ball will 
Contract
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Correct Answers

Exercise 5

If a metal ball is expanding, is it gaining heat or
losing heat?

 

A. Gaining Heat 
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Message Us

Your child can play at home, at their own pace. Each
game has 10-20 game levels that go from easy to

hard. We offer Primary 3 and Primary 4 subscriptions
right now. 

We design Roblox science games based on the
MOE Science syllabus.

Make learning fun

Or learn more about what we offer here.

ABOUT US

"My daughter loves playing the
games and she's learning science too!

I just let her play while I do chores."

- Karen Tan

Primary 3 and
Primary 4

ROBLOX SCIENCE GAMES FOR

BASED ON MOE SCIENCE

http://m.me/148224642710816
https://parent.ottodot.com/membership

